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Submission Process for Requesting SNOMED CT Clinical Concepts 

Lindy Buhl, RN, BSN, Susan Matney, MSN, RN   

Introduction: Patient data must be shared among various settings and providers to meet the requirements for 

achieving meaningful use of electronic health records. The data must be accurately coded to be exchanged, 

accurately represented, and stored in systems. SNOMED CT has been established as the standard terminology for 

clinical concepts to encode and represent patient problems and findings. As informaticians map clinical and nursing 

terms they are identifying concepts that are needed but not available, duplicated, or incorrect within the SNOMED CT 

hierarchy. Many individuals have contributed to building, defining, and constantly expanding the conceptual 

framework of the clinical and nursing content of SNOMED CT. To continue improving SNOMED CT, all clinical and 

nursing informaticians should know the process for requesting new concepts or changes within SNOMED CT, and 

participate as they identify gaps or inconsistencies. Design: The process for requesting new concepts or for reporting 

inaccuracies is managed by UMLS. This demonstration will step users through the process. Each step will be 

explained using visual examples. Results: When more nurses and clinical informaticians become involved with 

refining clinical terminology, the content coverage will grow more rapidly, improving accuracy of documentation, 

information exchange, data analytics, and ultimately the quality of care.  Conclusion: Health information systems are 

not sufficient if the patient data cannot be shared and understood across systems, settings, and applications. "Data 

representation specifications are the backbone of any data collection system in clinical research, and standards for 

the representation of clinical data are integral to facilitate the speed and quality of clinical research, as well as 

meeting translational science goals" (Andrews, Richesson, & Krischer, 2007). It is both simple and important to 

submit requests for changes, feedback, and suggestions to SNOMED CT. Growing and improving this standard, 

universally recognized terminology is critical to achieving meaningful, sharable, and comparable data. Reference: 

Andrews, J. E., Richesson, R. L., & Krischer, J. (2007). Variation of SNOMED CT coding of clinical research 

concepts among coding experts. Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, 14(4), 497-506.



 


